2018 Spaceport Magazine Summary
The 2018 Spaceport Magazine used the above banner for the year, with different
background graphics.

Introduction
The first issue of the Spaceport News was December 13, 1962. The 1963, 1964 and
1965 Spaceport News were issued weekly. The Spaceport News was issued every two
weeks, starting July 7, 1966, until the last issue on February 24, 2014. Spaceport
Magazine, a monthly issue, superseded the Spaceport News in April 2014, until the final
issue, Jan./Feb. 2020. The two 1962 Spaceport News issues and the issues from 1996
until the final Spaceport Magazine issue, are available at this website. The Spaceport
News issues from 1963 through 1995 are currently not available online.
In this Summary, black font is original Spaceport Magazine text, blue font is something I
added or someone else/some other source provided, and purple font is a hot link.
All links were working at the time I completed this Spaceport Magazine Summary. The
Spaceport Magazine writer is acknowledged, if noted in the Spaceport Magazine article.
These Summaries are just that, a Summary, a portion, a small highlight of sorts!
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From The January 2018 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 4 and 5, “SpaceX Falcon boosts Dragon on mission to resupply
International Space Station”, by Linda Herridge. Part of the feature says “A 4,800pound care package was delivered to the International Space Station aboard a SpaceX
Dragon spacecraft following a successful launch and two-day pursuit of the orbiting
laboratory. The company’s 13th commercial cargo mission to resupply the space station
began Dec. 15 at 10:36 a.m. EST with liftoff aboard a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket from Space
Launch Complex 40 at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida… The rocket’s first
stage flew back for a successful landing at SpaceX’s Landing Zone One at Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station… Loaded aboard the Dragon spacecraft were science,
research, crew supplies and hardware for the orbiting laboratory…”.

On pages 28 and 29, “Robert Lawrence honored in 50th anniversary memorial
ceremony”, by Bob Granath. In part, the story reads “NASA leaders and the Astronauts
Memorial Foundation (AMF) recently paused to honor U.S. Air Force Maj. Robert
Lawrence, the first African-American astronaut. He lost his life in a training accident 50
years ago. The ceremony took place in the Center for Space Education at the Kennedy
Space Center Visitor Complex.
The observance was hosted by the AMF, which pays tribute to those who died advancing
the cause of space exploration. “Maj. Lawrence truly was a hero,” said, Kennedy Director
Bob Cabana... “He took that first step setting the stage for what was to come.” The
memorial tribute included remarks by former NASA Administrator Charlie Bolden, the first
African-American to serve in the agency’s top position… Also participating in the
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ceremony were Eileen Collins, chair of the AMF board of directors and a former NASA
astronaut; Bob Crippen, former Kennedy center director and NASA astronaut…
Lawrence was selected as a U.S. Air Force astronaut on June 30, 1967, and was among
those designated to fly aboard the Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL)… As a test pilot,
Lawrence often flew the F-104 Starfighter to investigate the gliding flight of various
unpowered spacecraft returning to Earth from orbit. The research contributed to the
experimental operations of the X-15 and the development of the space shuttle. Six
months after his selection as an astronaut for the MOL Program, Lawrence was killed in
an F-104 crash during a training accident on Dec 8, 1967, at Edwards Air Force Base,
California…
Lawrence’s name was added to the AMF’s Space Mirror Memorial at the Kennedy visitor
complex during a ceremony on Dec. 8, 1997… At the time of Lawrence’s death, the Air
Force policy required a flight in space before the award of the astronaut rating. However,
on Jan. 2, 1997, the Astronaut Memorial Foundation made a formal request for the Air
Force to reconsider Lawrence’s case. In light of the importance of his selection and the
unfortunate circumstances of his death, the Air Force retroactively designated Lawrence
an astronaut…”.

On the left, “Selected in 1967 for the Manned Orbiting Laboratory Program, U.S. Air Force Maj.
Robert Lawrence was America’s first African-American astronaut.” On the right, “Kennedy Space
Center Director Bob Cabana speaks during an Astronauts Memorial Foundation tribute honoring
U.S. Air Force Maj. Robert Lawrence. Those listening in the front row include former NASA
administrator Charlie Bolden…”.

This is video of the 50th anniversary memorial ceremony.
On pages 36 and 37, “SPACE STUDIES - Researcher gives insight to crash course”.
Part of the feature says “We sat down with Kennedy’s Michael Johansen to learn more
about his experience at The International Space University’s Space Studies Program.
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What is your daily job at NASA? I’m a research engineer in the Swamp Works
innovation lab… I develop technologies needed for future planetary exploration missions.
When/where was the Space Studies Program? International Space University’s Space
Studies Program is held at a different location every year. The 2017 summer session was
held at the Cork Institute of Technology in Cork, Ireland, from June to August…
What is the Space Studies Program? The Space Studies program is an international
graduate-level professional program that includes the following courses: Space
Applications, Engineering, Human Performance in Space, Humanities, Management and
Business, Space Sciences, and Policy, Economics, and Law. Over the course of nine
weeks, the participants complete core lectures, department activities and team projects
related to these disciplines…
What was your experience like? To sum it up in a few words, it was life-changing both
personally and professionally. Never have I been in the room with people from so many
different backgrounds. This year’s program had 112 participants from 26 countries. There
were engineers, scientists, entrepreneurs, doctors, artists, singers and so many other
types. We learned a lot from the lectures and each other…
What advice would you give to future attendees? Be prepared to work! While spending
nine weeks living in a different country may sound like a vacation, I can assure you it’s
not. In just the first four weeks, we attended 63 lectures, took two exams and attended
many workshops and panel discussions…”.

“Michael Johansen, far right, and members of his Human Performance in Space team took part
in crisis leadership training at the National Maritime College of Ireland. During the training, the
team had to jump off a 25-foot platform into 60-degree-Fahrenheit water, where they were forced
to solve problems. The purpose of the team-building exercise was to learn about one’s physical
limitations and recognize how cognitive abilities are impaired in high-stress situation.”
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On pagers 40 and 41, “Engineering director retires after 34 years of service”, by
Linda Herridge. In part, the article states “During his years at NASA Kennedy Space
Center, Engineering Director Pat Simpkins always embraced a leadership philosophy that
included passion, energy, curiosity and a sense of humor along the way… After more
than 34 years with the agency, three of them at NASA Headquarters, Simpkins retired on
Dec. 31, 2017…
Though his original goal was to work for the Environmental Protection Agency, he saw an
ad for a position in environmental control systems at Kennedy while he was working as
an assistant manager at Captain D’s in Titusville. “I weighed my options for about two
seconds and applied for that position,” Simpkins said. “The rest is history.” Simpkins
began his career with NASA in 1983 as a space shuttle environmental control and life
support systems engineer… Several years later, he became chief of the Shuttle
Processing Engineering Fluid Systems Division…
Simpkins led the efforts to design and develop the center’s Engineering Directorate in
2006. He was the first director of that organization… “I have thrived here at NASA, not
because of who I am or what little I know, but because of the people I have been blessed
to come to know,” Simpkins said…”.

“Patrick Simpkins enjoys a relaxing moment in his office as he
reflects on his NASA career.”

From The February 2018 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 4 through 7, “IN MEMORIAM John Young remembered as Gemini, Apollo,
Space Shuttle astronaut”, by Bob Granath. In part, the article states “In memory of
NASA astronaut John Young, Kennedy Space Center Director Bob Cabana placed a
memorial wreath at the Heroes and Legends exhibit at the center’s visitor complex. The
brief ceremony took place on the afternoon of Jan. 11, 2018. Young died Jan. 5, 2018, at
the age of 87 in Houston. He was the only astronaut to fly in NASA’s Gemini, Apollo and
Space Shuttle Programs…
“NASA and the world have lost a pioneer,” acting NASA Administrator Robert Lightfoot
said in a statement…Cabana also praised Young for his constant focus on flight safety.
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“He tried bringing attention to technical problems so they could be dealt with,” Cabana
said. “Safety was foremost in his mind. He knew we are in a very risky business, but he
also knew the importance of paying attention to detail and always doing things right.”…

“Gemini, Apollo and space shuttle astronaut John Young in a portrait taken in 2002.” “NASA
astronaut John Young was remembered in a ceremony at the Heroes and Legends exhibit at the
Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex…”.

On pages 8 and 9, “Kennedy Space Center Director Looks Ahead to 2018 Key
Milestones”, by Bob Granath. Part of the article states “Kennedy Space Center Director
Bob Cabana recently spoke to spaceport employees about plans for 2018. The coming
year will be highlighted by NASA’s Commercial Crew Program (CCP) partners preparing
to launch test flights for crewed missions to the International Space Station. “This is going
to be an awesome year for us,” Cabana said, speaking to center employees on Jan. 11
in the Lunar Theater of the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex’s Apollo Saturn V
Center. “The number one priority this year is we’ve got to get commercial crew flying to
the International Space Station.”…

“Kennedy Space Center Director Bob Cabana speaks to employees at the Florida spaceport
about plans for the coming year.”
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On pages 12 and 13, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.

“NASA’s Commercial Crew Program astronauts, wearing spacesuits and augmented reality
headsets, rehearse returning to Earth from the International Space Station during recent testing
at Boeing’s Extended Reality Laboratory in Philadelphia. The astronauts are seated upside down
so they can practice releasing their seat harness and moving to the side hatch of the Starliner
without assistance. The astronauts wearing the mixed reality gear see a digital version of the
interior of the Starliner as it would look in the real-life scenario while interacting with the
environment around them…”.

On pages 14 and 15, “ORION SPACECRAFT RECOVERY REHEARSAL”. A portion
of the feature states “When astronauts come back from deep space, they will need to be
picked up as quickly as possible. That’s where Kennedy Space Center’s NASA Recovery
Team comes in. Under the auspices of Exploration Ground Systems, Melissa Jones,
NASA’s recovery director, and her team will recover the Orion capsule and crew. NASA
and the U.S. Navy are working together to ensure they are ready… The integrated NASA
and U.S. Navy team were aboard the USS Anchorage Jan. 17 through 24, testing out
new ground support equipment and practicing their procedures… “We are testing all of
our equipment in the actual environment we will be in when recovering Orion”… Jones
said during the test…”.
“As part of Underway Recovery
Test 6, the Orion test article is
pulled in by a winch line at the rear
of the USS Anchorage’s well deck
that brings the capsule into the
ship, along with four manned Line
Load Attenuation Mechanism
Assemblies that control the
capsule’s side-to-side movement,
as well as a tending line attached
to a rigid hull inflatable boat for
controlling Orion’s movement
behind the ship.”
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On page 26.

“During the 2018 Day of Remembrance, family members and friends of NASA’s fallen astronauts
gather at the Astronauts Memorial Foundation Space Mirror Memorial at Kennedy Space Center
Visitor Complex.”

From The March 2018 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 10 and 11, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.

“The Centaur upper stage that will help launch NOAA’s Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellite-S, or GOES-S, arrives at the Vertical Integration Facility at Space Launch Complex 41
at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station on Feb. 8, 2018. The Centaur was then mated to a United
Launch Alliance Atlas V booster. GOES-S is the second in a series of four advanced geostationary
weather satellites…:.
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On pages 14 through 19, “FALCON HEAVY A multi-user spaceport success story”,
by Bob Granath. In part, the article states “The launch of a SpaceX Falcon Heavy rocket
on its demonstration flight is another sign that NASA’s Kennedy Space Center is
continuing to grow as the nation’s premier, multi-user spaceport. The new vehicle lifted
off from NASA’s historic Launch Complex 39A at Kennedy at 3:45 p.m. EST on Feb. 6…
Kennedy Space Center Director Bob Cabana also expressed congratulations to Space X
on the launch of the Falcon Heavy…”.

“A SpaceX Falcon Heavy begins its demonstration
flight with a 3:45 p.m. EST liftoff from Launch
Complex 39A at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center…”.

“The SpaceX Falcon Heavy
rocket’s two side cores
descend toward landing at
Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station…”.

This is a video of the launch and booster landing.
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On pages 24 through 27, “Anniversary event marks start of U.S. space exploration”,
by Bob Granath. Part of the article states “NASA and other government officials gathered
at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station’s Launch Complex 26 to mark the beginning of U.S.
space exploration. From that location, on Jan. 31, 1958, a Jupiter C rocket lifted off with
America’s first satellite – Explorer 1. The launch site now is part of the U.S. Air Force
Space and Missile Museum, where the ceremony took place on the 60th anniversary of
the event…”.
“During a ceremony at Cape Canaveral
Air Force Station’s Space Launch
Complex 26 a historical marker is
unveiled noting the launch of America’s
first satellite, Explorer 1. From the left,
Ray Sands, chairman of the Air Force
Space and Missile Foundation -sponsor of the marker, Brig. Gen.
Wayne Monteith, 45th Space Wing
commander and director of the Eastern
Range and Kennedy Space Center
Director Bob Cabana…”.
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On page 30.

“Vice President Mike Pence
addresses a meeting of the
National Space Council in the
high bay of the Space Station
Processing Facility at NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center on
Feb. 21, 2018…”.
This is video of the meeting.

From The April 2018 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 4 through 7, “NOAA’s GOES-S will provide more accurate forecasts,
weather warnings”, by Bob Granath. A portion of the story says “NASA launched the
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite-S into orbit for NOAA -- the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration on March 1, 2018. Liftoff occurred at 5:02 p.m.
EST atop a United Launch Alliance (ULA) Atlas V rocket from Space Launch Complex
(SLC) 41 at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida. GOES-S is the second in the
GOES-R Series of next-generation weather satellites that includes GOES-R (now GOES16), -S, -T and -U. GOES-S will be renamed GOES-17 when it reaches geostationary
orbit…

“At Astrotech Space Operations in Titusville, Florida, NOAA’s Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite-S (GOES-S), is rotated to a vertical position Dec. 5, 2017…”.
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NOAA manages the GOES-R Series Program through an integrated NOAA/NASA office
and oversees the acquisition of the program ground system. NASA oversees the
acquisition of the spacecraft, instruments and launch vehicles… Mission operations are
performed by NOAA at their Satellite Operations Facility in Suitland, Maryland…”.

“A United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket lifts off from Space
Launch Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
carrying NOAA’s Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellite (GOES-S)…”.

On pages 8 and 9, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER - Astronaut surveys launch
pad for crew flights to station”.

“NASA astronaut Eric Boe, one of four astronauts working with the agency’s Commercial Crew
Program, had the opportunity to check out the Crew Access Tower at Space Launch Complex 41
on Feb. 28 with a United Launch Alliance (ULA) Atlas V on the pad. Boe, along with launch
operations engineers from NASA, Boeing and ULA, climbed the launch pad tower to evaluate
lighting and spotlights after dark. The survey helped ensure crew members will have acceptable
visibility as they prepare to launch aboard Boeing’s Starliner spacecraft…”.
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On pages 20 and 21, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER - Solar panels opened
on NASA’s TESS satellite”. A portion of the article states “Technicians dressed in clean
room suits check the solar panels on NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite
(TESS) on Feb. 22, 2018, inside the Payload Hazardous Servicing Facility (PHSF) at the
agency’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida… TESS is scheduled to launch April 16, 2018,
atop a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket from Space Launch Complex 40 at Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station. The satellite is the next step in NASA’s search for planets outside our solar
system, known as exoplanets. TESS is a NASA Astrophysics Explorer mission led and
operated by MIT in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and managed by NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland…”.

This is Wikipedia’s read
about TESS. Launch
was on April 18, 2018,
and the spacecraft is
currently in operation.

On pages 24 and 25, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.

“Led by Kennedy Space Center Director Bob Cabana, spaceport employees took part in an
annual tradition March 13: the KSC Walk Run. It’s NASA’s version of the community fun run, but
the Shuttle Landing Facility is a one-of-a-kind race course… Runners chose a distance – 10K, 5K
or two mile… the KSC Walk Run was part of the spaceport’s Safety and Health Days, a weeklong event dedicated to fostering a culture of safety and wellness both at work and at home…”.
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From The May 2018 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 8 and 9, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER - Space Launch System
flight hardware touches down at Kennedy”, by Linda Herridge. In part, the story reads
“The second piece of flight-hardware for NASA’s new exploration-class rocket, the Space
Launch System, arrived at Kennedy Space Center on April 3. The Orion Stage Adapter
(OSA) traveled to Kennedy aboard NASA’s Super Guppy aircraft from the agency’s
Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, where it was built. The stage
adapter will connect the Orion spacecraft to the upper part of the rocket, known as the
interim cryogenic propulsion stage, or ICPS…”.

“The Orion Stage Adapter arrived at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center on April 3 and was
transported to the Space Station Processing Facility.”

On pages 16 and 17, “Space explorers inducted into U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame”,
by Linda Herridge. Part of the feature says “The Space Shuttle Atlantis attraction served
as the backdrop for the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame (AHOF) induction ceremony April 21
at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex in Florida. Beneath Atlantis, two
veteran space explorers, Scott D. Altman and Thomas D. Jones, were inducted as the
class for 2018. This year’s induction brings the total number of AHOF members to 97…
Master of Ceremonies John Zarrella praised the inductees for their contributions to
NASA’s space program. Together, Altman and Jones have a combined 93 days in
space… They each received an official medal and were inducted by former NASA
astronaut and Hall of Famer Curt Brown, board chairman, Astronaut Scholarship
Foundation (ASF)…
After a year of training following his selection by NASA in January 1990, Jones became
an astronaut in July 1991. His space shuttle missions include STS-59 aboard Endeavour
in April 1994, and payload commander on STS-68 in October 1994, again on Endeavour.
His next mission was STS-80 aboard Columbia in late 1996… His final space flight was
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aboard Atlantis on STS-98 in February 2001… Jones retired from NASA in 2001 with a
total mission time of 53 days and 48 minutes and three spacewalks. He has written
several books, including “Sky Walking: An Astronaut’s Memoir,” and National
Geographic’s “Planetology: Unlocking the Secrets of the Solar System.” He currently
writes, speaks and consults on space exploration, space operations, space resources
and planetary defense…
Scott Altman graduated from the Navy Test Pilot School in June 1990. Five years later,
he was selected by NASA as an astronaut and reported to Johnson Space Center in
Houston in March 1995. He served as pilot on his first mission, STS-90… Two years later,
he served as pilot for STS-106 aboard Atlantis in September 2000… In March 2002, the
shuttle Columbia lifted off on STS-109 with Altman as commander for the fourth Hubble
Space Telescope servicing mission… On Altman’s fourth and final flight, STS-125 in May
2009, he again served as commander… Altman retired from NASA in September 2010.
He joined Arctic Slope Regional Corporation’s Federal Research and Technology
Solutions in Greenbelt, Maryland, as senior vice president of Civil Programs…”.
“Two space pioneers were
inducted into the U.S. Astronaut
Hall of Fame during a ceremony
April 21, 2018, at NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center Visitor
Complex in Florida. From left, are
Curt Brown, board chairman,
Astronaut Scholarship Foundation
and Hall of Fame member; Scott
Altman, retired astronaut and 2018
inductee; John Grunsfeld, Hall of
Fame member who spoke on
behalf of Altman; and Tom Jones,
retired astronaut and 2018
inductee…”.

A video of part of the 2018 induction ceremony is at this site.
On pages 26 and 27, “Kennedy Space Center Director Bob Cabana updates National
Space Club Florida Chapter”, by Linda Herridge. In part, the feature says “NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center is the ‘Bridge to the Future.’ Bob Cabana, Kennedy’s center
director, echoed these words from Vice President Mike Pence’s most recent visit to the
center during a presentation to members and guests of the National Space Club-Florida
Committee on March 20, 2018… “You just can’t beat what we have accomplished since
the retirement of the space shuttle,” Cabana said. “I’m so pleased that we have a clear
vision forward, and what we have to accomplish in the future.”
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Cabana was happy to report that each of the programs at Kennedy -- Exploration Ground
Systems, Launch Services Program and Commercial Crew Program -- are in a very stable
position as the center moves forward…

“Kennedy Space Center Director Bob Cabana speaks to National Space Club-Florida Chapter
members and guests at the Radisson Resort at the Port in Cape Canaveral, Florida.”

On pages 34 and 35, “SCENE@KENNEDYSPACECENTER - Crowds Flock to
Spaceport for Family Open House Day”. Part of the feature states “An estimated
20,000 Kennedy Space Center employees, family members and guests attended Family
Open House Day on April 14, to see the workings of the premier, multi-user spaceport.
This year’s event also was a celebration of NASA’s 60th Anniversary… Many center
facilities were open for an up-close look, such as the mammoth Vehicle Assembly
Building, Launch Control Center and the Space Station Processing Facility…”.
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From The June 2018 Spaceport Magazine
On page 13.

“In 2018, NASA will mark the 60th anniversary of
its establishment as a U.S. government agency.
President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed NASA’s
founding legislation, the 1958 National
Aeronautics and Space Act, on July 29, 1958.
NASA considers its birthday to be Oct. 1, the day
the agency opened for business. NASA has
released an official logo for use in observing this
milestone anniversary…”.

On pages 24 and 25, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER - Covault, Diller join
prestigious ‘Chroniclers’ group”, by Jim Cawley. Part of the feature states “NASA
recently honored a pair of veteran space chroniclers for their contributions to delivering
U.S. space exploration news. Craig Covault and George Diller are the newest additions
to the facility’s “Chroniclers wall,” recognized during a ceremony held May 4 at the
Kennedy Space Center Press Site in Florida. Earlier in the week, brass strips engraved
with each awardee’s name and affiliation were added to the wall and covered…
“Chroniclers” recognizes retirees
of the news and communications
business who helped spread
news of American space
exploration from Kennedy for 10
years or more… Considered for
NASA’s journalist in space
initiative during the Space
Shuttle
Program,
Covault
covered
approximately
100
space shuttle launches and
missions. The former writer and
reporter with Aviation Week &
Space Technology is credited
with 2,000 news and feature
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stories on space and aeronautics during his 48-year career. Diller, known by many as
“The Voice of Kennedy Launch Control,” retired in 2017 after a 37-year career in NASA
Public Affairs…
Covault and Diller are the 75th and 76th names to be added to the “Chroniclers wall,”
which includes Walter Cronkite of CBS news, ABC News’ Jules Bergman and two-time
Pulitzer Prize winner John Noble Wilford of the New York Times.”
On pages 28 through 30, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.

On the left, “Canadian Forces Snowbirds fly in formation over NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in
Florida during a practice flight on May 9, 2018, between their scheduled U.S. air shows.” On the
right, “Several types of aircraft are on the tarmac at the Shuttle Landing Facility at NASA’s
Kennedy Space in Florida. From left are two Canadian Forces Snowbird CF-18 jets, a NASA
Huey helicopter, and two NASA T-38 trainer aircraft.”

From The July 2018 Spaceport Magazine
On page 3, “NASA’s Janet Petro selected for induction to Florida Women’s Hall of
Fame”, Linda Herridge. A portion of the feature says “Kennedy Space Center Deputy
Director Janet Petro will be inducted into the 2018 Florida Women’s Hall of Fame. Petro
is one of three women selected by Florida Governor Rick Scott to receive this honor…
Petro was appointed to the deputy director position at KSC in April
2007… “I can’t think of anyone more deserving of this honor,” said
Bob Cabana, director of Kennedy Space Center. “She has been a
role model for women throughout her career and has played a critical
role in our success in building a premier multi-user spaceport in
Florida”…
Petro began her career as a commissioned officer in the U.S. Army
after graduating in 1981 from the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, New York… She
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served in the U.S. Army’s aviation branch. She also holds a Master of Science in business
administration from Boston University’s Metropolitan College. Before joining NASA, Petro
served in various management positions for Science Applications International Corp.,
also known as SAIC, and McDonnell Douglas Aerospace Corporation.”…

On pages 13, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.

“SpaceX’s Crew Dragon is at NASA’s Plum Brook
Station in Ohio, on June 13, 2018, ready to undergo
testing in the In-Space Propulsion Facility—the world’s
only facility capable of testing full-scale upper-stage
launch vehicles and rocket engines under simulated
high-altitude conditions. The chamber will allow SpaceX
and NASA to verify Crew Dragon’s ability to withstand
the extreme temperatures and vacuum of space. This is
the spacecraft that SpaceX will fly during its
Demonstration Mission 1 flight test under NASA’s
Commercial Crew Transportation Capability contract…”.

On pages 22 and 23, “Launch Pad 39B flame trench nears completion”. Part of the
article states “…Exploration Ground Systems at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in
Florida achieved a significant milestone on the path to supporting the agency’s first
integrated launch of the SLS and Orion spacecraft by completing the major construction
on the main flame deflector in the upgraded flame trench at Pad B…
The new main flame deflector is critical to safely
deflecting the plume exhaust from the massive
rocket during launch. Measuring approximately
57 feet wide, 43 feet high and 70 feet long, the
deflector’s north side is slanted at about a 58degree angle and will divert the rocket’s exhaust,
pressure and intense heat to the north at liftoff…
Construction began on the main flame deflector
in July 2017. The deflector incorporates several
novel design approaches, including steel
cladding plates, and an open structure on the
south side… The flame trench beneath the pad
was completely upgraded in 2017. All of the
Apollo-era wall bricks were removed and new heat-resistant bricks were installed from
the flame deflector to the northern extent of the walls…”.
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From The August 2018 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 4 and 7, “NASA assigns first crews to fly commercial spacecraft”, by
Madison Tuttle. In part, the article says “On Aug. 3, 2018, NASA announced the
astronauts who will launch aboard new American-made spacecraft and rocket systems,
the first human launches from the United States since 2011. Nine U.S. astronauts, eight
NASA and one from Boeing, were assigned to the first test flights and operational
missions for Boeing’s CST-100 Starliner and SpaceX’s Crew Dragon in partnership with
NASA’s Commercial Crew Program…
“Nine U.S. astronauts selected for
commercial crew flight assignments
gathered at NASA’s Johnson Space
Center in Houston, Texas, on Aug. 2
ahead of the announcement Aug. 3.
From left NASA astronauts Suni
Williams, Josh Cassada, Eric Boe,
Nicole Mann, Boeing astronaut Chris
Ferguson, NASA astronauts Doug
Hurley, Bob Behnken, Mike Hopkins
and Victor Glover were assigned to
the first test flights and operational
missions for Boeing’s CST-100
Starliner and SpaceX’s Crew
Dragon.”

The first astronauts who will launch on Boeing’s Starliner are NASA’s Eric Boe, Boeing’s
Chris Ferguson and NASA’s Nicole Mann… The first astronauts who will launch on
SpaceX’s Crew Dragon are NASA’s Bob Behnken and Doug Hurley…”.
On pages 12 and 13, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.

“Astronauts participate in a Boeing/
United Launch Alliance emergency
egress system demonstration at
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station’s
Launch Complex 41 in Florida on
June 19, 2018. The system features
seats attached to slide wires which
would carry astronauts and ground
crew more than 1,300 feet away
from the crew access tower…”.
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On pages 14 and 15, ““SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.
“SpaceX recently completed its
16th parachute system test for the
company’s
Crew
Dragon
spacecraft, which will carry
astronauts to and from the
International Space Station as part
of NASA’s Commercial Crew
Program. SpaceX conducted the
test at Naval Air Facility El Centro
in Southern California, deploying
parachutes to slow the spacecraft
for a safe landing in the desert.
Crew Dragon is designed for water
landings in a nominal scenario, but
the test demonstrated the system’s
ability to land the spacecraft safely
in the unlikely event of a low
altitude abort.”

On pages 20 and 21, “Engineers Mark Completion of Umbilical Testing at Launch
Equipment Test Facility”, by Linda Herridge. Part of the article says “the team that
tested the umbilical lines and launch accessories that will connect from the mobile
launcher (ML) to NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) rocket and Orion spacecraft…
celebrated their achievement during a banner signing at the Launch Equipment Test
Facility (LETF) at the agency’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida…

Engineers and technicians in the Engineering Directorate and the Exploration Ground
Systems Program, along with contractor support, began the tests at the LETF about 2.5
years ago… In all, 21 umbilicals and launch accessories were tested on various
simulators at the LETF that mimicked conditions during launch to ensure they are
functioning properly and ready for installation on the ML…”.
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On pages 24 through 26, “Astronaut crew quarters being prepped for return to
human spaceflight from American soil”, by Jim Cawley. Part of the article states
“…Past and current astronauts stay at the crew quarters for more than just missions to
space. There are important meetings, speaking engagements, Silver Snoopy Award
presentations, critical hardware testing and other official business that brings astronauts
to the crew quarters, located on the third floor of the Neil Armstrong Operations and
Checkout Building… The crew quarters occupies about 26,000 square feet, taking up the
third floor’s entire west wing. Access is restricted to this area, which features 23 bedrooms
— each with a bathroom — and the iconic suit room, where astronauts are helped into
their pressure suits moments before boarding a vehicle to take them to the pad for
launch…
A significant, recently completed upgrade will await the Commercial Crew astronauts.
There are new carpets and ceiling tiles, and fresh paint on the walls. Appliances all have
been replaced, as has the audio/visual teleconference system in both conference rooms.
The suit room, last used in an official capacity in July 2011 for STS-135, the final mission
of the Space Shuttle Program, has been reactivated and remodeled. The area is furnished
with new recliners and tables, and there are now three suit containment rooms — one
each for Orion, Boeing and SpaceX…
“New carpeting, ceiling tiles,
appliances and fresh paint are
among the improvements that have
been made to the astronaut crew
quarters, located in the Neil
Armstrong
Operations
and
Checkout Building at Kennedy
Space Center. Shown here is the
suit room, where astronauts are
helped into their pressure suits
before leaving the crew quarters for
a mission…”.

“The hallway of the astronaut crew quarters at
Kennedy Space Center reflects new carpeting and a
fresh coat of paint…”.

The astronaut crew quarters has been modified several times since it first opened its
doors in the 1960s. Prior to the current upgrades, the last major renovation was in
1994…”.
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On page 28.
On July 16, 1958 Congress
passed
the
National
Aeronautics and Space Act
creating NASA – the
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration – out
of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics
(NACA). President Dwight
D. Eisenhower signed the
legislation into law on July
29. The President, center,
is pictured on Aug. 19,
1958, after swearing in Dr.
Hugh Dryden, NASA’s first
deputy administrator, left,
and Dr. Keith Glennan, the
agency’s first administrator. Glennan had been president of Case Institute of Technology in
Cleveland, Ohio, and Dryden, director of the NACA… NASA officially began operations on
Oct. 1, 1958…”.

From The September 2018 Spaceport Magazine
On page 6.

“NASA’s mobile launcher (ML) atop crawler-transporter 2 arrives at Launch Pad 39B on Aug. 31,
2018, at the agency’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida. The ML will undergo a fit check, followed
by several days of systems testing. The 380-foot-tall mobile launcher is equipped with the crew
access arm and several umbilicals that will provide power, environmental control, pneumatics,
communication and electrical connections to NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) and Orion
spacecraft…”.
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On pages 12 and 13, “NASA Administrator meets Kennedy Space Center
employees”, by Bob Granath. In part, the article states “NASA Administrator Jim
Bridenstine made his first official visit to the agency’s Kennedy Space Center on Aug. 6
and 7… In addition to touring Kennedy facilities, Bridenstine participated in an Industry
Roundtable hosted by the Economic Development Commission of Florida’s Space Coast
and Space Florida. He later met with members of the news media in the center’s Space
Florida’s Space Life Sciences Lab facility…”.

On the left, “NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine made his first official visit to the agency’s
Kennedy Space Center on Aug. 6, 2018. His visit began with a helicopter tour over the bustling
Florida spaceport that included an up-close view of the iconic Vehicle Assembly Building.” On
the right, “NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstine talks with workers during an All Hands meeting on
Aug. 7, 2018, in the Training Auditorium at the agency’s Kennedy Space Center.”

On page 18, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.

“Inside Boeing’s Commercial Crew and Cargo Processing Facility at NASA’s Kennedy Space
Center, NASA astronaut Eric Boe participates in the first full-up acceptance test of Boeing’s CST100 Starliner, on Aug. 22, 2018…”.
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On pages 22 and 23, “SCENE@ KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.

“SpaceX installed the Crew
Access Arm on Launch Pad
39A that NASA astronauts will
use when they board the Crew
Dragon prior to lifting off from
the agency’s Kennedy Space
Center in Florida.”

On page 40, “Eilene Galloway helped write National Aeronautics and Space Act”.

“Eilene Galloway began work with the Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress
in 1941, but one of her greatest contributions was helping write the National Aeronautics and
Space Act… then-U.S. Senator Lyndon B. Johnson asked her to help with Congressional
hearings that led to the creation of a civilian space agency – NASA. Galloway helped write the
legislation, emphasizing international cooperation and peaceful exploration. She also proposed
that NASA be an administration rather than an agency, enabling the new National Aeronautics
and Space Administration to plan and coordinate across federal agencies the variety of activities
involved in the development and uses of outer space. Later, she served on nine NASA Advisory
Committees. More importantly, she was America’s representative in drafting treaties governing
the exploration and uses of outer space and launched the field of space law and international
space law.”
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From The October 2018 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 4 and 5, “ICESat-2 successfully launched on final flight of Delta II rocket”,
by Anna Heiney. Part of the feature says “NASA’s Launch Services Program (LSP),
based at Kennedy Space Center in Florida, launched the Ice, Cloud and land Elevation
Satellite-2 (ICESat-2) on a three-year mission to measure the ice of Earth’s frozen and
icy areas after a successful liftoff Sept. 15, 2018, at 6:02 a.m. PDT (9:02 a.m. EDT) from
Space Launch Complex-2 at Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. The spacecraft
was delivered to Earth orbit by the United Launch Alliance Delta II rocket, which
completed its final launch after 29 years in service… ICESat-2 builds upon the record of
ice height measurements started by NASA’s original ICESat mission, which operated
from 2003 to 2009…”.

“The United Launch Alliance Delta II rocket
launches with the NASA Ice, Cloud and land
Elevation Satellite-2 (ICESat-2) on board, Sept. 25,
2018, from Vandenberg Air Force Base in
California.”

On pages 8 and 9, “NASA: 60 Years and Counting”.
Part of the feature says “From 2018 through 2022,
NASA is marking a series of important milestones –
the 60th anniversary of the agency’s founding by
Congress in 1958, and the 50th anniversary of the
Apollo missions that put a dozen Americans on the
Moon between July 1969 and December 1972… In
July, NASA marked the 60th anniversary of its
formation by the passage of the National
Aeronautics and Space Act… NASA kicked off its
60th anniversary Jan. 31 by remembering the 1958
launch of the first U.S. satellite, Explorer 1, from
Cape Canaveral, Fla… In December, NASA will join
the National Air and Space Museum in recalling the
50th anniversary of the flight of Apollo 8, whose crew
of three spent Christmas 1968 in orbit around the
Moon. The focus will turn to Apollo 11 in July 2019…”.
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On pages 10 and 11, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.

“Inside the Space Station Processing
Facility… at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center,
technicians work on the pump package
assembly (PPA) on Aug. 30, 2018. The
payload will be carried to the International
Space
Station
on
SpaceX’s
16th
Commercial Resupply Services mission.
The PPA will be used to continuously drive
the cooling water in the space station’s
thermal control system…”.

On pages 16 and 17, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER - Mobile Launcher on the Move”.

“NASA’s mobile launcher, atop crawlertransporter 2, traveled from Launch Pad
39B to the Vehicle (VAB) Assembly Building
at the agency’s Kennedy Space Center in
Florida, on Sept. 7, 2018… the mobile
launcher was moved inside High Bay 3,
where it will spend about seven months
undergoing verification and validation
testing with the 10 levels of new work
platforms
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From The November 2018 Spaceport Magazine
On pages 4 through 9 “NASA’s Launch Services Program Celebrates 20th
Anniversary at Kennedy Space Center”, by Linda Herridge. In part, the article states
“While NASA is celebrating its 60th anniversary as an agency, NASA also is celebrating
the 20th anniversary of the Launch Services Program (LSP), the first agency program
managed at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida. Two decades ago, on Oct. 1,
1998, NASA consolidated expendable launch vehicle services shared by Glenn Research
Center in Cleveland, Ohio; Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland; and
Kennedy, creating the Expendable Launch Vehicle Program. It was then formally named
the Launch Service Program in 2002…
LSP achieved its 90th mission with the recent launch of NASA’s Ice, Cloud and land
Elevation Satellite-2 (ICESat-2), on the final Delta II rocket, provided by United Launch
Alliance, from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California, on Sept. 15, 2018… LSP is in the
planning stages for 50 to 60 missions, including providing advisory services to NASA’s
James Webb Space Telescope and the Commercial Crew Program…”.
“Four Launch Service Program
team members stand in front of
Hangar AE in August 2016 at
Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station (CCAFS). From left, are
Chuck Dovale, deputy program
manager; Amanda Mitskevich,
program manager; Omar Baez,
NASA launch director; and Bobbi
Gnan, chief of the LSP Business
Office. They are holding the
retired Expendable Vehicles sign
that was on the front of the E&O
Building at CCAFS.”

On pages 10 through 13, “Teams complete Underway Recovery Test-7 in Pacific
Ocean”, Linda Herridge. In part, the article states “NASA and the U.S. Navy completed
the seventh in a series of tests to verify and validate procedures and hardware that will
be used to recover the Orion spacecraft… During this test, which took place in late
October and early November, the team was stationed on a U.S. Navy ship off the coast
of California. They released a test version of Orion in various sea states, in day and night
time, and then retrieved it and secured it on a structure called the Orion Recovery Cradle
Assembly (ORCA) in the flooded well deck of the ship…
During the sixth test in January 2018, a couple of the tending lines snapped during Orion
retrieval. Analysis afterward revealed that the attachment hardware on some of the
tending lines, called tow pin inserts, did not perform as expected… There are two more
recovery tests planned for this series. Prior to each test, the Navy dive teams train and
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perform additional preparation activities at the Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory (NBL) at the
agency’s Johnson Space Center in Houston…”.

On the left, “NASA’s Recovery Team, along with the U.S. Navy, practice recovering a test
version of the Orion capsule as part of Underway Recovery Test-7 (URT-7) on Oct. 31,
2018, in the Pacific Ocean.” On the right, “NASA Recovery Team members watch as a
test version of the Orion capsule is pulled into the flooded well deck of the USS John P.
Murtha, during Underway Recovery Test-7 on Oct. 30, 2018.”

From The December 2018 Spaceport Magazine
On page 6, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.
“NASA and European Space
Agency
(ESA)
senior
managers answer questions
during a “Powering Exploration
Mission-1” ceremony in the
Neil Armstrong Operations
and Checkout Building high
bay at NASA’s Kennedy
Space Center on Nov. 16,
2018. From left, are Bill Hill,
deputy associate administrator
for
Exploration
Systems
Development; Phillippe Deloo,
European Service Module
program manager at ESA;
Mark Kirasich, Orion Program
manager at the agency’s Johnson Space Center in Houston; Sue Motil, Orion European Service
Module integration manager at the agency’s Glenn Research Center; and Jan Worner, ESA
director general.”… The European Service Module for Exploration Mission-1 (EM-1) will supply
NASA’s Orion spacecraft with electricity, propulsion and thermal control….”.
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On pages 18 and 19, “High school students tour Kennedy Space Center, lunch with
an astronaut”, by Linda Herridge. In part, the article states “Seniors from Brevard County
area high schools were treated to a behind-the-scenes tour of NASA’s Kennedy Space
Center, ate lunch with an astronaut, and participated in roundtable discussions with
Kennedy engineers, scientists and business experts during the Brevard Top Scholars
event on Nov. 7, 2018. At the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex, the students heard
from retired space shuttle astronaut Bob Springer, …who flew on the STS-29 and
STS-38 missions…”.

“Retired NASA astronaut Bob Springer, center, poses for a photograph with top scholars from
Brevard County high schools near the Rocket Garden at the NASA Kennedy Space Center Visitor
Complex in Florida, on Nov. 7, 2018…”.

On pages 22 and 23, “SCENE@KENNEDY SPACE CENTER”.

“Boeing’s Flight Control Team
participated in a rehearsal of
prelaunch procedures for the
company’s upcoming Orbital
Flight Test in the White Flight
Control Room in the Mission
Control Center at Johnson Space
Center in Houston on Nov. 7,
2018…”.
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